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Start Small, Think Big:
Development of a Mobile Application for
Race Track Enthusiasts
Avant Garde Associates Limited (Avant Garde) needed an
interactive, feature-rich mobile application that would allow
users to track, analyze, and share their race track
performance. The UK-based company was looking for an
outsourcing partner that could provide ongoing support and
maintenance before, during, and after the app’s launch.
Shinetech Europe’s experience in pairing established
offshore development teams with onshore project
management helped bring this mobile app from the drawing
board to the iTunes Store.

Changing the Way You Wear and Buy
Through An App for Fashion
The Client
With the growth of mobile shoppers, client wishes to build a digital fashion
community, named Dahlia Wolf, giving inspirations and recommendations for
those who are keen on wearing chic, and providing a mobile-commerce
platform.

The Challenge
The idea of the app is to attract users to post the clothes or design they like in
the community and to engage with one another; the app should also include
brands and shops allowing users to receive product information and price, also
to purchase conveniently. The four key technical points are: 1) to get JSON
format data from WebService; 2) content sharing on various platforms; 3) to
take/select photos and record video; 4) to make sure the app is compatible with
iPhone, iPod touch and iPad.

The Solution
After identifying the business requirements with the client, Shinetech quickly
defined the technology to be used and created mock-ups to discuss with
the client. Team worked out a practical timeframe for each functionality
development, helping client to see the task alignment and time arrangement,
allowing sufficient time for review, evaluation and optimisation. Team
considered the user behavior and expectations, therefore they chose a
minimalistic design for the layout and buttons, allowing fashion items
catches user focus easily, whilst ensuring the user experience is intuitive
and pleasant.

The Results
Client is satisfied with Shinetech’s quality delivery, the finished app allows
users to share everything related to fashion. Users can vote for others images,
visit shops that sell the goods in the image and buy clothes at their fingertips;
as a social networking community, they also can share photo/images with
friends via Email/ SMS/Facebook/Twitter/Tumblr.

